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ON THE BUCHSBAUM INDEX OF RANK TWO VECTOR
BUNDLES ON P3.
PHILIPPE ELLIA - LAURENT GRUSON
Dedicated to Emilia Mezzetti on her sixtieth birthday.
1. Introduction.
We work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let E be a
rank two vector bundle on P3. The Buchsbaum index of E is b(E) := min {k |
m
k.H1
∗
(E) = 0} (in the literature one often says that E is ”k-Buchsbaum”). By
Horrock’s theorem b(E) = 0 if and only if E is the direct sum of two line bundles.
Then we have (see [8]):
Theorem 1. Let E be a normalized rank two vector bundle on P3.
(1) If b(E) = 1, then E is a null-correlation bundle.
(2) If b(E) = 2, then E is stable with c1 = 0, c2 = 2 (an instanton with c2 = 2).
This classification is quite simple. However since every bundle is k-Buchsbaum
for some k it is clear that soon or later we will reach a point where the classification
will be intractable. Since there were some echoes on Buchsbaum bundles during the
conference we were curious to see if it was possible to push the classification a little
bit further. Our result is as follows:
Theorem 2. let E be a rank two vector bundle on P3 with b(E) = 3. Then E
is stable and:
(i) if c1(E) = 0, E is an instanton with 3 ≤ c2(E) ≤ 5. Moreover for any 3 ≤ c2 ≤ 5,
there exists an instanton, E, with c2(E) = c2 and b(E) = 3.
(ii) if c1(E) = −1, then c2 = 2. Every stable bundle E with c1 = −1, c2 = 2 has
b(E) = 3.
This answers a conjecture made in [16]. The main tools we use are a restriction
theorem (Theorem 6) to control h0(EH(1)) in the stable case, some general properties
(see Proposition 7) and a careful study of the minimal monad of Horrocks build from
the minimal free resolution of the module H1
∗
(E).
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In particular in Section 5 we investigate the minimal monad of ”negative instan-
tons” (a negative instanton is a stable bundle E with c1(E) = −1 and h
1(E(−2)) =
0). Contrary to what happens in the case of ”positive” instanton (c1 = 0) the H
1
∗
module is not necessarily generated by its elements of degree -1, some generators of
degree zero may occur. If c denotes the number of generators of degree zero, it is
easy to show that c ≤ c2/2. In fact in a forthcoming paper ([7]) we prove:
Theorem 3. Let E be a negative instanton with c2 ≥ 2. Then c ≤ c2/2 − 1.
Moreover if c = c2/2− 1, then h
0(E(1)) = 1. Finally for every c2 ≥ 2 there exists a
negative instanton with c = c2/2− 1.
However to prove Theorem 2, we need this result just for c2 ≤ 6. So to keep this
paper self-contained we will prove this particular case with an ad-hoc argument (see
Proposition 22, Corollary 28).
To conclude let us make this curious remark: every vector bundle E, with 1 ≤
b(E) ≤ 3 is an instanton (positive or negative).
2. Generalities.
A first bound on the Buchsbaum index of E is given by the diameter of H1
∗
(E):
Definition 4. The diameter of the indecomposable rank two vector bundle E is
d(E) := c− c′ + 1, where c = max{k | h1(E(k)) 6= 0}, c′ = min{k | h1(E(k)) 6= 0}.
We have (see [3]):
Theorem 5. Let E be a rank two vector bundle on P3, then H1
∗
(E) is connected
(i.e. if h1(E(k)) = 0 for some k > c′, then h1(E(m)) = 0 for m ≥ k).
It follows that the diameter counts the number of non-zero (successive) pieces in
the module H1
∗
(E) and that b(E) ≤ d(E).
The following result, which may be considered as a complement to Barth’s restric-
tion theorem, will play an important role:
Theorem 6. Let E be a stable, normalized, rank two vector on P3 with c2 ≥ 4.
If H is a general plane then: h0(EH(1)) ≤ 2 + c1. In particular h
0(E(1)) ≤ 2 + c1.
Proof. See [6]. 
Here we collect some general properties:
Proposition 7. Let E be a normalized, rank two vector bundle on P3.
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(1) Assume all the minimal generators of H1
∗
(E) are concentrated in one and the
same degree (i.e. H1(E(c′)) generates H1
∗
(E))). Then d(E) = b(E).
(2) Let α be the greatest degree of a minimal generator ofH1
∗
(E). Then h1(E(n)) =
0, if n ≥ α+ b(E).
(3) If E is stable, then h1(E(−k)) = 0 for k ≥ b(E). Moreover h1(E(−b+ 1)) ≤
h0(EH(1)); if c2 ≥ 4 then: h
1(E(−b+1)) ≤ h0(EH(1)) ≤ 2+ c1 (H a general
plane).
(4) If E is stable with c1 = −1, c2 ≥ 4 and if b(E) ≥ 3, then h
1(E(−b+ 1)) = 0.
Proof. (1) Assume H1(E(k)) generates H1
∗
(E), then c′ = k. The natural map
H1(E(k))⊗ Sc−k(V )→ H1(E(c)) is surjective and non-zero. It follows that b(E) =
c− c′ + 1 = d(E).
(2) We have the minimal free resolution: ...→
⊕
S(−ai)⊕ k.S(−α)→ H
1
∗
(E)→ 0,
where ai < α. Twisting by α+ b and using the fact that m
b.ξ = 0 for any generator
ξ, we get H1(E(α + b)) = 0. We conclude with Theorem 5.
(3) It is enough to show h1(E(−b)) = 0 (b = b(E)). Since h0(EH) = 0 by Barth’s
theorem if H is a general plane, we have an injection H1(E(−b))
.Hb
→֒ H1(E). Since
.Hb = 0, h1(E(−b)) = 0.
In the same way we have an injection H1(E(−b + 1))
.Hb−1
→֒ H1(E). Composing
with H1(E)
.H
→ H1(E(1)) we must get zero, so the image of H1(E(−b+1)) in H1(E)
is contained in the kernel KH of H
1(E)
.H
→ H1(E(1)). Since H0(EH(1)) surjects KH
we get h0(EH(1)) ≥ h
1(E(−b+ 1)). We conclude with Theorem 6.
(4) If h1(E(−b + 1)) 6= 0, by (3) h1(E(−b + 1)) = 1. Let L be a general line. By
combining 0 → IL → O → OL → 0 and 0 → O(−2) → 2.O(−1) → IL → 0 twisted
by E(−b+ 2) we get:
0
↓
0 → E(−b) → 2.E(−b + 1) → IL ⊗ E(−b+ 2) → 0
↓
E(−b+ 2)
↓
EL(−b+ 2)
↓
0
Taking cohomology since h1(E(−b)) = 0 and h0(EL(−b+ 2)) = 0 (indeed EL(−b+
2) ≃ OL(−b+2)⊕OL(−b+1)), we get 2.H
1(E(−b+1)) →֒ H1(E(−b+2)). It follows
that the map H1(E(−b+1))⊗ V → H1(E(−b+2)) has an image, W , of dimension
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at least two. Now we have an injective map H1(E(−b + 2))
.Hb−2
→֒ H1(E). So
W ′ := .Hb−2(W ) ⊂ H1(E) has dimension at least two. Since W ′ has to be contained
in the kernel, KH , of H
1(E)
.H
→ H1(E(1)) and since h0(EH(1)) ≥ dim(KH), we get
a contradiction (see (3)). 
We recall the following fact (see for instance [13] Prop. 3.1, this is stated for c1 = 0
but works also for c1 = −1):
Lemma 8. Let E be a stable, normalized, rank two vector bundle on P3. Let
{ki} be its spectrum. Set k+ = max {ki}. Then H
1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees
≤ k+ − c1 − 1.
Let ρ(k) denote the number of minimal generators of H1
∗
(E) in degree k, then:
ρ(−1− j) ≤ s(j) − 1, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k+ (here s(j) = # {j | ki = j}.
Finally let us recall Horrock’s construction of the ”minimal monad” for a rank two
vector bundle E on P3 with −1 ≤ c1 ≤ 0. Let
· · · → L2 → L1 → L0 → H
1
∗
(E) → 0
be the minimal free resolution. Then L1 ≃ L
∗
1(c1), L2 has a direct summand isomor-
phic to L∗0(c1) which induces a minimal monad
L˜∗0(c1) →֒ L˜1 ։ L˜0
whose cohomology is E. Furthermore rk(L1) = 2rk(L0) + 2. See for instance [15],
[4], [13].
3. Unstable bundles.
First of all let us recall the following useful fact:
Lemma 9. Let E be a rank two vector bundle on P3 with c1(E) = c1. Assume E
has a section vanishing in codimension two. If h0(EH(−c1 + 1)) 6= 0 for H a general
plane, then E is the direct sum of two line bundles.
Proof. We have an exact sequence: 0 → O → E → IX(c1) → 0, where X ⊂ P
3 is a
curve. The assumption implies h0(IX∩H(1)) 6= 0, for H a general plane. By a result
of Strano ([17]) this implies (ch(k) = 0) that X is a plane curve. So H1
∗
(E) = 0 and
E is decomposed. 
Remark 10. The assumption ch(k) = 0 is necessary, see [11].
From now on E will denote a normalized, unstable rank two vector bundle. hence
h0(E(−r)) 6= 0 for some r ≥ 0 and we will assume that −r is the least twist having
a section.
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Lemma 11. With notations as above, if b(E) = b, then h1(E(r−b+1−c1)) = 0.
Moreover: −2b+ 2r + 6− c1 ≤ 0.
Proof. By assumption we have:
0→ O → E(−r)→ IC(−2r + c1)→ 0
where C is a curve with ωC(4 + 2r − c1) ≃ OC . In particular: 1 − pa(C) = d(4 +
2r − c1)/2 (∗), where d = deg(C).
We may assume h0(IC(1)) = 0 (otherwise E is decomposed). It follows that
h0(E(k)) = h0(O(k + r)) if k ≤ r − c1 + 1. We may assume h
0(IC∩H(1)) = 0 if H
is a general plane (Lemma 9). Hence h0(EH(k)) = h
0(OH(k + r)) if k ≤ r − c1 + 1.
This shows that:
0→ E(k − 1)→ E(k)→ EH(k)→ 0
induces an exact sequence on global sections if k ≤ r − c1 + 1. So H
1(E(k − 1))
.H
→֒
H1(E(k)) if k ≤ r − c1 + 1. Then H
1(E(r − b − c1 + 1))
.Hb
→֒ H1(E(r + 1 − c1)) is
injective. Since .Hb ≡ 0, h1(E(r − b− c1 + 1)) = 0.
It follows that h1(IC(−b + 1)) = 0 = h
0(OC(−b + 1)). This implies χ(OC(−b +
1)) ≤ 0. Since χ(OC(−b+1)) = d(−b+1)− pa(C)+ 1, from (∗) we get: −2b+2r−
c1 + 6 ≤ 0. 
This gives us the complete classification when b ≤ 3:
Proposition 12. There is no unstable rank two vector bundle E with 1 ≤
b(E) ≤ 3.
Proof. From −2b + 2r + 6 − c1 ≤ 0 (Lemma 11), since r ≥ 0 and −1 ≤ c1 ≤ 0, we
see that if b ≤ 3 the only possibility is b = 3, c1 = r = 0. So E is properly semi-
stable, with h1(E(−2)) = 0 (Lemma 11). By Serre’s duality we have h2(E(k)) = 0
if k ≥ −2. Also EL ≃ 2.OL for a general line. Combining the exact sequences:
0 → E(m) ⊗ IL → E(m) → EL(m) → 0 and 0 → E(m − 2) → 2.E(m − 1) →
E(m) ⊗ IL → 0, we see that 2.H
1(E(m − 1)) → H1(E(m)) is surjective. Hence
H1
∗
(E) is generated by H1(E(−1)). It follows (Proposition 7) that d(E) = b(E). If
b(E) = 3, then h1(E(2)) = 0. Finally we get χ(E(2)) = h0(E(2)) = 20− 4c2. Since
h0(E(2)) ≥ h0(O(2)) = 10, we get c2 ≤ 2. So the section of E vanishes along a curve
of degree two with ωC(4) = OC . So C is a double line of arithmetic genus -3. But
the Hartshorne-Rao module of such a curve has diameter 5.

4. Stable bundles with c1 = 0 and b = 3.
Let E be a stable bundle with c1 = 0 and b(E) = 3. By Proposition 7, h
1(E(−3)) =
0 and h1(E(−2)) ≤ 2. We will distinguish two cases: (a) h1(E(−2)) > 0, (b)
h1(E(−2)) = 0.
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4.1. Stable bundles with c1 = 0, b = 3 and h
1(E(−2)) > 0.
We first observe that by the properties of the spectrum ([10], 7.1, 7.2, 7.5) the
spectrum of E is of the form {−1u, 0c2−2u, 1u}, where u := h1(E(−2)) ≤ 2. It follows
(Lemma 8) that H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ 0 and h1(E(3)) = 0 (Proposition
7).
Lemma 13. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = 0 and b(E) = 3.
Then c2(E) ≤ 8 and if H
1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ −1, c2(E) ≤ 5.
Proof. As already said h1(E(3)) = 0. This implies χ(E(3)) = 40 − 5c2 ≥ 0, hence
c2 ≤ 8. IfH
1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ −1, by Proposition 7, we have h1(E(2)) =
0, this implies χ(E(2)) = 20− 4c2 ≥ 0, hence c2 ≤ 5. 
The following is well known ([5]) but for the convenience of the reader we include
a proof:
Lemma 14. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = 0 and spectrum
{−1, 0c2−2, 1}. Then H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ −1. More precisely:
(i) If the natural map µ : H1(E(−2)) ⊗ V → H1(E(−1)) is injective the minimal
monad has the following shape:
(c2 − 4).O(−1) ⊕O(−2) →֒ (2c2 − 4).O → (c2 − 4).O(1) ⊕O(2)
(ii) If µ is not injective it has rank three and the minimal monad is:
(c2 − 3).O(−1) ⊕O(−2) →֒ O(−1)⊕ (2c2 − 4).O ⊕O(1) → (c2 − 3).O(1) ⊕O(2)
Proof. (i) We know that M := H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ 0. If µ is injective
there are c2−4 generators of degree -1 and no relations in degree one. Since L1 ≃ L
∗
1,
by minimality L1 = α.S and we have: · · · → α.S → a.S ⊕ (c2 − 4).S(1) ⊕ S(2) →
M → 0. By minimality a = 0 and the conclusion follows.
(ii) By Lemma 8, M has at most c2 − 3 generators of degree -1, so µ has rank ≥ 3.
If the rank is three there is one relation of degree one and we have:
· · · → S(−1)⊕ α.S ⊕ S(1)→ a.S ⊕ (c2 − 3).S(1) ⊕ S(2) →M → 0
The induced minimal monad is:
O(−2)⊕ (c2 − 3).O(−1) ⊕ a.O →֒ O(−1)⊕ α.O ⊕O(1)
Since this is a minimal injective morphism of vector bundles we get a = 0 and the
conclusion follows. 
Lemma 15. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = 0, b(E) = 3
and h1(E(−2)) 6= 0. Then the spectrum of E is Sp(E) = {−12, 0c2−4, 12}.
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Proof. We have to show that Sp(E) = {−1, 0c2−2, 1} is impossible. By Lemma 14
and Lemma 13, c2 ≤ 5.
If we are in case (ii) of Lemma 14 there exists a special plane H0 such that
H1(E(−2))
mH0→ H1(E) is zero. It follows that h0(EH0(−1)) 6= 0. Since h
0(EH(−2)) =
0,∀H (because h1(E(−3)) = 0), the section of EH0(−1)) vanishes in codimension
two: 0 → OH0 → EH0(−1) → IZ(−2) → 0. We have deg(Z) = c2 + 1. Since
h1(E(2)) = 0 (because b(E) = 3 and H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ −1), we get:
h1(EH0(2)) = 0 (because h
2(E(1)) = 0). It follows that h1(IZ(1)) = 0, which is
absurd since c2 ≥ 3.
So we are necessarily in case (i) of Lemma 14, hence c2 ≥ 4. If c2 = 4, then
H1
∗
(E) = (S/I)(2), where I is a complete intersection of type (2, 2, 2, 2). It follows
that d(E) = b(E) = 5.
Assume c2 = 5. The map
(
S2V ⊗ 〈ξ〉
)
⊕ (V ⊗ 〈α〉) → H1(E) is surjective. Since
h1(E) = 8, we deduce that the map S2V ⊗ 〈ξ〉 → H1(E) has an image, W , of
dimension ≥ 4. Since b(E) = 3, if H is any plane H1(E)
mH→ H1(E(1)) has W in its
kernel, KH . Since h
0(EH(1)) ≥ dim(KH), this contradicts Theorem 6. 
Now we turn to the case Sp(E) = {−12, 0c2−4, 12} (observe that necessarily c2 ≥
5).
Lemma 16. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = 0 and Sp(E) =
{−12, 0c−4, 11} (c := c2 ≥ 5). Then the minimal free resolution of H
1
∗
(E) is:
· · · → (8−e).S(−1)⊕(2c−10).S⊕(8−e).S(1) → (c−e).S(1)⊕2.S(2) → H1
∗
(E)→ 0
where 5 ≤ e ≤ 8. In particular H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ −1.
Proof. Since ρ(−1) ≤ s(0)− 1 = c− 5, the image of H1(E(−2)) ⊗ V → H1(E(−1))
has dimension e ≥ 5. There are c − e generators of degree −1 and exactly 8 − e
linear relations between the two generators of degree −2. Hence the resolution has
the following shape:
· · · →
⊕
S(bi)⊕ (8− e).S(1) → a.S ⊕ (c− e).S(1) ⊕ 2.S(2) → H
1
∗
(E)→ 0
Since L1 =
⊕
S(bi) ⊕ (8 − e).S(1) satisfies L1 ≃ L
∗
1, we get L1 = (8 − e).S(−1) ⊕
α.S ⊕ (8− e).S(1). Now the minimal monad provides a minimal injective morphism
of vector bundles: L∗0 →֒ L1. It follows (by minimality) that a.O →֒ (8 − e).O(1).
The quotient is a vector bundle with H1
∗
= 0 so it has to have rank ≥ 3. This implies
8− e ≥ a+3. Since e ≥ 5 it follows that a = 0: there is no generator of degree zero.
So the resolution is:
· · · → (8− e).S(−1) ⊕ α.S ⊕ (8− e).S(1) → (c− e).S(1) ⊕ 2.S(2) → H1
∗
(E)→ 0
Since 2.rk(L0) + 2 = rk(L1), we get the result. 
We are close to the end:
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Corollary 17. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = 0. If b(E) = 3,
then E is an instanton with 3 ≤ c2(E) ≤ 5.
Proof. If h1(E(−2)) 6= 0, by Lemma 15 the spectrum is {−12, 0c2−4, 12}. According
to Lemma 16 if E has such a spectrum, H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees ≤ −1. By
Lemma 13, c2 ≤ 5. So it remains to show that the case Sp(E) = {−1
2, 0, 12}
is impossible. By Lemma 8, H1
∗
(E) is generated by its degree -2 piece. Hence
d(E) = b(E) (Proposition 7). If b(E) = 3, then h1(E(1)) = 0 (Proposition 7). Since
χ(E(1)) = −7, this is impossible. 
4.2. Instanton bundles with b = 3.
We recall that an instanton is a stable rank two vector bundle, E, on P3 with
c1(E) = 0 and h
1(E(−2)) = 0. Equivalently E is an instanton if it is stable and its
spectrum is {0c2}. As it is well known H1
∗
(E) is generated by its degree -1 piece,
hence (Proposition 7) d(E) = b(E).
We recall an important result, due to Hartshorne-Hirschowitz ([12]):
Theorem 18. For every c2 ≥ 1 there exists an instanton bundle with Chern
classes c1 = 0, c2 and with natural cohomology (i.e. at most one of the four groups
H i(E(k)), 0 ≤ i ≤ 3 is non-zero, ∀k ∈ Z).
Corollary 19. There exists an instanton bundle, E, with b(E) = 3 if and only
if c2(E) ∈ {3, 4, 5}.
Proof. Since χ(E(2)) = 20 − 4c2 is < 0 if c2 ≥ 6, we have h
1(E(2)) 6= 0, hence
d(E) ≥ 4. Since b(E) = d(E) for an instanton, we conclude that if b(E) = 3, then
c2(E) ≤ 5.
If E has natural cohomology h1(E(2)) = 0 ⇔ c2 ≤ 5. Moreover since χ(E(1)) =
8 − 3c2, h
1(E(1)) 6= 0 if c2 ≥ 3. In conclusion, if E has natural cohomology:
d(E) = 3 ⇔ 3 ≤ c2 ≤ 5. Since in any case d(E) = b(E) for an instanton, we
conclude. 
Gathering everything together:
Proposition 20. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = 0. If
b(E) = 3, then E is an instanton with 3 ≤ c2(E) ≤ 5. Moreover for any 3 ≤ c2 ≤ 5
there exists an instanton, E, with c2(E) = c2 and b(E) = 3.
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5. Negative instanton bundles.
Let us start with a definition:
Definition 21. A negative instanton is a stable rank two vector bundle, E, with
c1(E) = −1 and h
1(E(−2)) = 0.
Equivalently E is a negative instanton if it is stable with spectrum {−1c2/2, 0c2/2}.
Although there are some analogies with the case c1 = 0, the situation is quite differ-
ent. For instance if E is a negative instanton then H1
∗
(E) is not necessarily generated
by its elements of degree -1. All we can say is that H1
∗
(E) is generated in degrees
≤ 0 (Lemma 8). We denote by c the number of minimal generators of degree zero.
Also we set n := c2/2. To conclude the proof of Theorem 2 we will need in the next
section the following:
Proposition 22. Let E be a negative instanton with 4 ≤ c2 ≤ 6, then c ≤
c2/2− 1. Moreover if c2 = 4 and c = 1, then h
0(E(1)) 6= 0.
This is a particular case of the following result proved in [7]:
Theorem 23. Let E be a negative instanton with c− 2 ≥ 2. Then c ≤ c2/2− 1.
Moreover if c = c2/2− 1, then h
0(E(1)) = 1. Finally for every c2 ≥ 2 there exists a
negative instanton with c = c2/2− 1.
However to keep this paper self-contained we will proceed now to prove Proposition
22 with an ad-hoc argument (completely different from the one used in [7]), see
Corollary 28.
Notice by the way that it is easy to get the bound c ≤ n: let L be a general line.
By combining 0 → IL → O → OL → 0, and 0 → O(−2) → 2.O(−1) → IL → 0,
twisted by E, we get 2.H1(E(−1))
j
→ H1(E⊗IL)
p
→ H1(E). Now j is injective and
p is surjective with Ker(p) = H0(EL). We conclude with Riemann-Roch.
5.1. Negative instantons with small Chern classes.
let E be a negative instanton, we set n := c2/2 and denote by c the number of
minimal generators of H1
∗
(E) of degree zero. We assume c > 0. We know that c ≤ n.
The minimal monad is:
(1) n.O(−2)⊕ c.O(−1) →֒ (c+ n+ 1).O(−1) ⊕ (c+ n+ 1).O ։ c.O ⊕ n.O(1)
The display of the monad is:
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0 0
↓ ↓
0 → c.O(−1)⊕ n.O(−2) → N → E → 0
|| ↓ ↓
0 → c.O(−1)⊕ n.O(−2)
β
→ (c+ n+ 1).(O(−1) ⊕O) → F → 0
↓ α ↓
c.O ⊕ n.O(1) = c.O ⊕ n.O(1)
↓ ↓
0 0
By minimality β induces:
(2) c.O(−1)
β˜
→֒ (c+ n+ 1).O
Also α induces:
(3) (c+ n+ 1).O(−1)
α˜
։ c.O
The first main remark is:
Lemma 24. With notations as above, E := Coker (β˜) is locally free.
Proof. By dualizing the display of the monad and since E∗(−1) ≃ E we see that (up
to isomorphism) α∗(−1) = β and also α˜∗(−1) = β˜. Now we have an exact sequence:
0→ A→ (c+ n+ 1).O(−1)
α˜
→ c.O → 0
where A is a vector bundle. By the above remark:
0→ c.O(−1)
β˜
→ (c+ n+ 1).O → E ≃ A∗ → 0

The map α˜ yields the following commutative diagram:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → K → (c+ n+ 1).O
ψ
→ n.O(1)
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → N → (c+ n+ 1).(O(−1) ⊕O)
α
→ c.O ⊕ n.O(1) → 0
↓ λ ↓ ↓
0 → A → (c+ n+ 1).O(−1)
α˜
→ c.O → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
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The map ψ need not be surjective. The snake lemma applied to the two bottom
row of the diagram shows that: Coker(λ) ≃ Coker(ψ). Let us define J := Im(ψ).
Lemma 25. With notations as above:
(i) h0(K) = h0(N ) = h0(E) = 0
(ii) h0(K(1)) ≤ h0(N (1)) = c+ h0(E(1)) ≤ c+ 1
(iii) h0(K(1)) ≥ c.
Proof. The first two statements follow easily from the display of the monad and the
diagram above (taking into account that h0(E(1)) ≤ 1 by Theorem 6).
For (iii) consider the following diagram:
c.O(−1) u
i
''P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
K _

N 
 j
//
p

(c+ n+ 1).(O(−1) ⊕O)
pi


A 
 s
// (c+ n+ 1).O(−1)
We have π ◦ j ◦ i = 0 by the monad. So s ◦ p ◦ i = 0. Since s is injective p ◦ i = 0
and c.O(−1)
i
→֒ N factors through K. 
Corollary 26. With notations as above, if rk(J) = n, then c ≤ n− 1. Moreover
if c = n− 1, then h0(E(1)) = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 25 we have a commutative diagram:
0 // c.O(−1) // K // _

J // _

0
0 // c.O(−1) // (c+ n+ 1).O //


E //


0
J J
Since rk(J) = n, we get rk(J ) = 1. By Lemma 24 E is locally free. Since J is
torsion free, J is reflexive. So J = O(a) and K = c.O(−1)⊕O(a). From h0(K) = 0
(Lemma 25), we get a < 0. Now c1(J) = −c1(K) = c− a. Since c1(J) ≤ n (because
J ⊂ n.O(1)), we have c = c1(J) + a < n. Finally if c = n− 1, the only possibility is
c1(J) = n, a = −1. So h
0(K(1)) = c+ 1 and we conclude with Lemma 25. 
Now we have the following simple lemma:
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Lemma 27. Let F be a coherent sheaf of rank r on Pk, k ≥ 1, such that
F ⊂ n.OPk . Then h
0(F(m)) ≤ r.h0(OPk(m)), for every m ∈ Z. Moreover if there is
equality for some m ≥ 0, then F = r.OPk .
Proof. We make a double induction on k,m. If k = 1, F =
⊕r
i=1OP1(ai) with
ai ≤ 0 and the statement follows immediately. Assume the Lemma proved for k− 1.
Since F ⊂ n.OPk , h
0(F(−1)) = 0. Let H be a general hyperplane. We have
FH ⊂ n.OH and an exact sequence 0→ F(m− 1)→ F(m) → FH(m)→ 0. We get
h0(F) ≤ h0(FH) ≤ r. Then we conclude by induction on m,m ≥ 0.
If h0(F(m)) = r.h0(OPk(m)) for some m ≥ 0, then by descending induction
h0(F) = r. The evaluation map yields 0 → r.O → F → G → 0. The inclusion
r.O →֒ n.O shows that G →֒ (n − r).O. Since G has rank zero, it follows that
G = 0. 
By considering F = r.OPk we see that the Lemma is sharp.
Now we turn back to P3 and the application we had in mind, i.e. the proof of
Proposition 22:
Corollary 28. (1) Let 0→ K → (n + c+ 1).O → J → 0, be an exact sequence
with J ⊂ n.O(1). Assume h0(K(1)) ≤ c+ 1, with c ≤ n. If n ≥ 2, then rk(J) ≥ 2.
Moreover if 2 ≤ n ≤ 4, then c ≤ n− 1 or rk(J) = n.
(2) Let E be a negative instanton with 4 ≤ c2 ≤ 8, then c ≤ c2/2 − 1, where c is
the number of minimal generators of degree zero of H1
∗
(E). Moreover if c2 = 4 and
c = 1, then h0(E(1)) = 1.
Proof. (1) We have h0((n+ c+1).O(1)) ≤ h0K(1))+h0(J(1)), hence 4(n+ c+1) ≤
c+ 1 + h0(J(1)). By Lemma 27: h0(J(1)) ≤ 10r, where r := rk(J). It follows that
4n+ 3c+ 3 ≤ 10r. Hence r ≥ 2 if n ≥ 2.
If c = n we get 7n+ 3 ≤ 10r. If r ≤ n− 1, then 13 ≤ 3n, hence n ≥ 5.
(2) Follows from (1) above and Corollary 26. 
6. Stable bundles with c1 = −1 and b = 3.
In this section E will denote a stable rank two vector bundle on P3 with Chern
classes (−1, c2) and with b(E) = 3. For such a bundle we have:
Lemma 29. With notations as above h1(E(−2)) = 0, h1(E(3)) = 0 and c2 ≤ 6.
Proof. By Proposition 7 (iv), h1(E(−2)) = 0. In particular (Lemma 8) H1
∗
(E)
is generated in degrees ≤ 0. By Proposition 7 (ii), we get h1(E(3)) = 0. Since
h3(E(3)) = 0 it follows that χ(E(3)) ≥ 0. Since χ(E(3)) = 30 − (9c2)/2, we get
c2 ≤ 6. 
Since c2 is even we are left with three cases: c2 ∈ {2, 4, 6}.
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Lemma 30. Every stable rank two vector bundle, E, with c1 = −1, c2 = 2 has
b(E) = d(E) = 3.
Proof. We have ([14] Prop. 2.2) that H1
∗
(E) is concentrated in degrees -1, 0, 1 with
h1(E(−1)) = h1(E(1)) = 1, h1(E) = 2. The module H1
∗
(E) is isomorphic (up to
twist) to the Hartshorne-Rao module of the disjoint union of two conics, such a
module is generated by its lowest degree piece. 
Concerning the case c2 = 4 we first recall (see [1]):
Lemma 31. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = −1, c2 = 4,
then h1(E(2)) = h0(E(2)) 6= 0.
Proposition 32. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = −1, c2 = 4.
Then b(E) ≥ 4.
Proof. From Lemma 31 it turns out that d(E) ≥ 4. The module H1
∗
(E) is gen-
erated in degrees -1, 0. If there is no generator in degree 0 then by Proposition
7, b(E) = d(E) > 3. So we may assume that H1
∗
(E) has some generator of de-
gree zero, i.e. (Corollary 28) one generator of degree zero. So the image, W , of
µ : H1(E(−1)) ⊗ V → H1(E) has dimension 4. Furthermore, always by Corol-
lary 28, h0(E(1)) = 1. If H is a general plane we have 0 → OH → EH(1) →
IZ(1) → 0, where deg(Z) = 4 and (Theorem 6) h
0(IZ(1)) = 0. It follows that
h1(IZ(2)) = h
1(EH(2)) = 0. Moreover the exact sequence 0 → E → E(1) →
EH(1) → 0 yields an inclusion H
1(E) →֒ H1(E(1)). Let W ′ ⊂ H1(E(1)) be the
image of W . The assumption b(E) = 3 implies that W ′ is contained in the ker-
nel of H1(E(1))
.H
→ H1(E(2)). It follows that h0(EH(2)) ≥ 4. In conclusion we
have: · · · → H0(EH(2)) → H
1(E(1))
ϕ
→ H1(E(2)) → 0 and W ′ ⊂ Ker(ϕ). By
Riemmann-Roch h1(E(1)) = 6. Since h0(E(1)) = 1, we get h0(E(2)) ≥ 4, hence
(Lemma 31), h1(E(2)) ≥ 4. It follows that dim(Ker(ϕ)) ≤ 2. This is a contradiction
since dimW ′ = 4. 
Finally let’s turn to the last case c2 = 6. First we have:
Lemma 33. let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = −1. Assume
h1(E(3)) = 0 and h1(E(−2)) = 0. If L is a line and if EL ≃ OL(a)⊕OL(−a−1), a ≥
0, then a < 4.
Proof. Assume a ≥ 4 for some line L. The exact sequence 0→ IL⊗E → E → EL →
0 shows that h1(IL⊗E(−a)) 6= 0. Now consider the exact sequence: 0→ E(−2) →
2.E(−1) → IL ⊗ E → 0. Since h
1(E(−1 − a)) = 0, from h1(IL⊗ E(−a)) 6= 0, we
get h2(E(−a− 2)) 6= 0. By duality h2(E(−a− 2)) = h1(E(a− 1)). Since a− 1 ≥ 3,
this is impossible (h1(E(3)) = 0 and Theorem 5). 
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2:
Proposition 34. Let E be a stable rank two vector bundle with c1 = −1, c2 = 6.
Then b(E) > 3.
Proof. First observe that, by Corollary 28, the natural map µ : H1(E(−1)) ⊗ V →
H1(E) has an image, W , of dimension ≥ 6.
Assume h0(EH(1)) = 0 for H a general plane. Then we have H
1(E) →֒ H1(E(1)).
Let W ′ denote the image of W . Now twisting by one we have · · · → H0(EH(2)) →
H1(E(1))
ϕ
→ H1(E(2)). If b(E) = 3, thenW ′ ⊂ Ker(ϕ) and this implies h0(EH(2)) ≥
6. Since h0(EH(1)) = 0, EH(2) has a section vanishing in codimension two: 0 →
OH → EH(2) → IZ(3) → 0 (+), where deg(Z) = 8. Since h
0(IZ(3)) ≥ 5 and
h0(IZ(2)) = 0, Z has seven points lying on a line L. Restricting the exact sequence
to L we get EL(2) ։ OL(−4). It follows that EL ≃ OL(5) ⊕ OL(−6). By Lemma
33 this is impossible. hence b > 3 if h0(EH(1)) = 0.
Assume h0(EH(1)) 6= 0. Then we have 0 → OH → EH(1) → IZ(1) → 0 (∗),
where deg(Z) = 6. By Theorem 6, h0(IZ(1)) = 0. With notations as above W
′ ⊂
H1(E(1)) has dimW ′ ≥ 5, hence h0(EH(2)) ≥ 5. This implies h
0(IZ(2)) ≥ 2. Since
h0(IZ(1)) = 0, it follows that Z has 5 points on a line R. Restricting (∗) to R we
get: ER(1)։ OR(−4). it follows that ER ≃ OR(4)⊕OR(−5); in contradiction with
Lemma 33. So b > 3 again. 
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